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Acsis Launches Supply Chain Industry Blog 
 

Acsis Blog is global platform for supply chain efficiency, security and visibility 
challenges and technology that addresses theses issues 

 
MARLTON, NJ – April 8, 2013 – Acsis Inc., the market leader for data capture, track and trace 

and enterprise serialization solutions, today announced the Acsis Blog, a global forum for supply 

chain experts to collaborate and share industry expertise.  Acsis brings 18 years of supply chain 

industry experience to the educational blog, and experienced professionals Neil Thall, John 

DiPalo and other Acsis experts will author articles and monitor the forum.  Acsis is recognized 

for providing solutions that help companies gain real-time visibility and control over products 

from raw materials through delivery to the consumer. 

 

Subscribe to the Acsis Blog for automated email updates at any frequency desired: instant, daily 

or weekly.  Topics include: 

•    Industry challenges impacting operational efficiency, visibility and security 

•    Customer stories, and how companies are tackling these challenges 

•    Tips from our respected guest bloggers and Acsis experts  

 

“We are excited to offer this industry resource and encourage input from all supply chain 

professionals,” said Neil Thall, President, Acsis Inc. “We are always looking for ways to share 

http://acsisinc.com/
http://blog.acsisinc.com/


 

news and advice on supply chain challenges and solutions, and this blog provides a simple way 

of providing that important service to customers and industry professionals.” 

 
 
About Acsis Inc. 
Acsis, Inc. develops innovative software for data capture, track & trace and enterprise 
serialization for warehouse and packaging applications, with a strong focus on customer service. 
Acsis enables global supply chain companies to gain real-time visibility of their data through 
seamless integration with ERP systems, and to share that data with suppliers, partners and 
customers. Acsis leads the industry with end-to-end Enterprise SerializationTM solutions for 
regulatory compliance and brand protection, all backed by integration services that leverage our 
18 years of experience. For more information, visit www.acsisinc.com 
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